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Abstract 

 

Many fixed point theorems for mapping satisfies a generalized weak contractive 

condition is already established. In this paper we also give a result on fixed point for 

mapping satisfying a ���weakly contractive condition of integral type.  
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1. Introduction  
 

In 1922, Banach published his fixed point theorem also known as Banach 

contraction principle stated as.  
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Theorem 1.1: Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and �: � → � a mapping such 

that for each �, 
	 ∈ �, and	 � 1, ( , ) ( , )d Cx Cy d x yκ≤ then a point � ∈ � is a 

fixed point of � that is	�� � �. 

If a map � satisfies ���� � ����� for each	� ∈ �, where ���� denotes the set 

of all fixed points of	�, then it is said to have property�. Rhoades and Abbas [6] 

show that a map satisfying generalized contractive condition of integral type has a 

property P. After this well celebrated result of Banach, in 2002, Branciari [1], 

obtained a fixed point theorem for a mapping satisfying an analogue of Banach 

Contraction Principle for an integral type inequality stated as follows. 

Theorem 1.2 [1]: Let (X, d) be a complete metric space, � ∈ �0,1�, �: � → � a 

mapping such that for each �, 
	 ∈ �, � ��������� ,�!�
"  ≤ �	 � �������� ,!�

"  

Where �: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞�   is a “Lebesgue-integrable function” which is 

summable on each compact subset of	$%, non-negative, and such that for each	& '
0, � ������ ' 0(

"  then � has a unique fixed point. 

Rhoades [5] also extend the result of Branciari for more contractive conditions. 

Many authors extended and generalized the results of Banach and Branciari, and 

prove some important result in the field of fixed point theory. Guanshen Ren [7] 

also gives some valuable results On Fixed Point Properties. Some other useful 

results are mentioned in [2-4], [10], [11]. Continuing in this process in 2008, 

P.N.Dutta and B.S. Choudhury [12] proves a generalization of Banach contraction 

principle. M.abbas and M.Alli Khan [8] proves a common fixed point theorem of 

two mapping satisfying a generalized contractive condition. R.K.Saini, Vishal 

Gupta et.al [13] proves some common fixed point theorem for R-weakly 

commuting fuzzy maps satisfying a general contractive condition of integral type. 

Recently Vishal Gupta and Naveen Mani [14] prove a common fixed point theorem 

for two weakly compatible mappings satisfying a new contractive condition of 

integral type. N.V.Luong and N.X.Thuan [9] define a ��� -weakly contractive 

mapping and prove a fixed point theorem for a ��� -weakly contractive mapping 

in metric space stated as. 

Theorem 1.5 [9]: Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let ):� → � is �� � 

-weakly contractive mapping where �: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞�  is a 

“Lebesgue-integrable function” which is summable on each compact subset of	$%, 

non-negative, and such that for each	& ' 0, � ������ ' 0(
"  Then ) has a unique 

fixed point. 

 

Now the main purpose of this paper to extend the above theorem to one of the most 

general contractive conditions defined as. 

 

*��, 
� � max	.���, 
�, ���, )��, ��
, )
�, ���, )
� # 	��
, )��
2 0 
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2. Preliminaries 
 

There are some definitions that will be needed in the sequel to establish the result: 

Definition 2.1 – Let (X, d) be a metric space and �: �0,#∞� → �0, #∞� be a 

Lebesgue-integrable mapping. A mapping :F X X→ is said to be ��� weakly 

contractive if  

  ��� ���������1 ,1!�
"  ≤ ��� �������� 	,!�

" � –	2�� �������� 	,!�
" ) 

For each , ,x y X∈ :[0, ) [0, )ψ +∞ → +∞ is a continuous and non-decreasing 

function and :[0, ) [0, )φ +∞ → +∞ is a lower semi continuous and non-decreasing 

function such that ( ) 0 ( )t tψ φ= =  if and only if  0t =   

Definition - 2.2 A sequence{ }nx in a metric space (X, d) is said to be Convergent to 

a point ,x X∈  if lim ( , ) 0.
n

n
d x x

→∞
=   

Definition - 2.3 A sequence{ }nx in a metric space (X, d) is said to be Cauchy 

sequence if lim ( , ) 0
n m

t
d x x

→∞
= for all , .n m t>  

The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 

 

 

3. Main Result 
 

Theorem 3.1 – Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and ): � → � a mapping 

such that for each �, 
	 ∈ �, 
��� ���������1 ,1!�

"  ≤ ��� ������3� 	,!�
" � –	2�� ������3� 	,!�

" )       (3.1) 

for each  x,y &  X where �: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞�  is a continuous and non 

decreasing function and 2: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞� is a lower semi continuous and non 

decreasing function such that ( ) 0 ( )t tψ φ= =  if and only if 0t =   

also 	�: �0, #∞� → �0,#∞�   is a “Lebesgue-integrable function” which is 

summable on each compact subset of	$%, non-negative, and such that for each	& '
0, � ������ ' 0(

" ,     (3.2)   

and *��, 
� � max	.���, 
�, ���, )��, ��
, )
�, �� ,1!�%	��!,1 �4 0            (3.3) 

Then ) has a unique fixed point.  

Proof:  Let � be an arbitrary point of X. Choose a point x5in X such that x"=)x5. 

Continuing this process, in general, choose x6%5  such that	��	7	)��85		for	� �
0,1,2…… 

For each integer � : 1,from (3.1) 

��� ��������� ;, ;<=�
"  ≤ ��� ������3� ;>=, ;�

" � –	2�� ������3� ;>=, ;�
" )  

                       ? �� ������3� ;>=, ;�
"                          (3.4)          

Now from (3.3)    
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*���85, ��� �
max @����85, ���, ����85, ���, ����, ��%5�, �

� ;>=, ;<=�%	�� ;, ;�
4 A			                                                     

        	� max	.����85, ���, ����, ��%5�0             
Thus from (3.4)      

��� ��������� ;, ;<=�
"  ? �� ������BCD	.�� ;>=, ;�,�� ;, ;<=�0

"      (3.5) 

 If ����, ��%5� : 	����85, ���, for some n, Then from (3.5) 

��� ��������� ;, ;<=�
"  ? �� �������� ;, ;<=�0

"  � �� �������� ;, ;<=�0
"  

This is a contradiction. Thus ��� ��������� ;, ;<=�
"  ? �� �������� ;>=, ;�0

"  

Since � is continuous and has a monotone property   

                    � �������� ;, ;<=�
" ? � �������� ;>=, ;�

"  

Therefore there exist E : 0 such that  

lim
�→∞

  � �������� ;, ;<=�
" � E            (3.6) 

Suppose that E ' 0. Using inequality (3.5), (3.6) and taking limit as � → ∞ on 

both sides of (3.3) and using that 2 is lower semi continuous, we get 

��E� ? 	��E� J 	2�E� � ��E� 
This is a contradiction. Therefore E = 0. This implies lim

�
 � �������� ;, ;<=�
" � 0          

 lim
�
	����, ��%5� � 0                                        (3.8)   

Now we prove that .��0 is a Cauchy sequence. Suppose it is not. Therefore there 

exist an K ' 0  and subsequence L�M�N�O& L���N�Oof .��0with P�Q� � ��Q� �
P�Q # 1� such that  

               �R�M�N�, ���N�S : K	,			�R�M�N�, ���N�85S � K              (3.9) 

Consider, ��� ������(
" � ? 	��� �������R T�U�, ;�U�S

" � 
         ? 	��� ������3� T�U�>=, ;�U�>=�

" � –	2�� ������3� T�U�>=, ;�U�>=�
" )   (3.10) 

Using (3.3) 

*R�M�N�85, ���N�85S
� max. �R�M�N�85, ���N�85S, �R�M�N�85, �M�N�S, �R���N�85, ���N�S, �R T�U�>=, ;�U�S%�R ;�U�>=, T�U�S

4 0			 
� max. �R�M�N�85, ���N�85S, �R�M�N�85, �M�N�S, �R���N�85, ���N�S, V�P, ��0(3.11) 

Where  

         V�P, �� � 	 �R T�U�>=, ;�U�S%�R ;�U�>=, T�U�S
4        (3.12)                                            

Thus 

� ������3R T�U�>=, ;�U�>=S
" �
� ������BCD.�R T�U�>=, ;�U�>=S,�R T�U�>=, T�U�S,�R ;�U�>=, ;�U�S,W�M,��0
"                                                

           

=max. � �������R T�U�>=, ;�U�>=S
" ,	� �������R T�U�>=, T�U�S

" ,   

  

 																																																																							� �������R ;�U�>=, ;�U�S
" ,

� ������W�M,��
" ,	0   (3.13) 
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Using (3.9) and triangle inequality  

 �R�M�N�85, ���N�85S ? �R�M�N�85, �M�N�S # �R�M�N�, ���N�85S 
? 	�R�M�N�85, �M�N�S # K 

Therefore,      lim
N→∞

  � �������R T�U�>=, ;�U�>=S
" ? � ������X

"     (3.14) 

Now,  

V�P, �� � 	 �R T�U�>=, ;�U�S%�R ;�U�>=, T�U�S
4   

																											? �R T�U�>=, T�U�S%	�R ;�U�>=, ;�U�S
4 # K  

Taking	 lim
N→∞

 & using (3.8), we get 

              	 lim
N→∞

	� ������W�M,��
" ? � ������X

"                             (3.15) 

Taking lim
N→∞

  in equality (3.10) and using (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), we get                       

               ��� ������(
" �  ? 	��� ������(

" �� –	2�� ������(
" �         

This is a contradiction. Therefore .��0 is a Cauchy sequence. Call the limit Y 

such that    lim
�→∞

	)��85	 � Y. Now we prove that Y is the fixed point of map	). 

That is )Y � Y. suppose it is not. Then ��)Y, Y� ' 0. Let	Z � 	��)Y, Y�.   

Consider, 

									� [� ������\
" ] � 	��� ��������1^,^�

" �  ?  	��� ������3�^, ;�
" �  –

	2�� ������3�^, ;�
" )   (3.17) 

 and *�Y, ��� � max	.��Y, ���, ��Y, )Y�, ����, ��%5�,	�
�^, ;<=�%�� ;,1^	�

4 0(3.18) 

Since lim
�→∞

��Y, ��� � lim
�→∞

����, ��%5� � lim
�→∞

��Y, ��%5� � 0         (3.19) 

Now taking  lim
�→∞

 in (3.17) and by using (3.16), (3.18), (3.19), we get 

� [� ������\
" ] 	? 	��� ������BCD	.��^,1^�,_�`,a`�b 0

" � –	2�� ������BCD	.��^,1^�,_�`,a`�b 0
" ) 

  ? 	��� ������\
" � –	2�� ������\

" ) � 	��� ������\
" �      (3.20) 

This is a contradiction. Hence Z � 0. This implies	��)Y, Y� � 0. Therefore Y is 

the fixed point of map	).Now we prove that Y is the unique fixed point of map	). 

Suppose it is not then there exist c d Y such that	)c � 	c.then by using above 

inequality (3.17), (3.18), (3.20) we arrive at contradiction. This proves the 

uniqueness and hence the result.            

 

Corollary 3.1- Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and ): � → � a mapping 

such that for each �, 
	 ∈ �, 
    � ��������1 ,1!�

"  ≤ � ������3� 	,!�
"  –	2�� ������3� 	,!�

" )   

Where      *��, 
� � max	.���, 
�, ���, )��, ��
, )
�, �� ,1!�%	��!,1 �4 0  

for each  x,y &  X where �: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞�   is a “Lebesgue-integrable 
function” which is summable on each compact subset of	$%, non-negative, and 

such that for each	& ' 0, � ������ ' 0(
"  and 2: �0, #∞� → �0, #∞� is a lower 

semi continuous and non decreasing function such that 2���	= 0 if and only if  
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� � 0 and 2��� 	' 0 for all � ' 0. Then ) has a unique fixed point.  
Proof – Taking ����= t in theorem 3.1, result is established.     
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